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In the present note it will be proved first that in any normed Riesz 
space (i.e., any Riesz space endowed with a Riesz norm) the collection 
of all normbounded integrals is an order dense ideal in the collection of 
all integrals. Similarly for normal integrals. Several consequences of these 
facts will be pointed out. The remainder of the note is devoted to results 
concerning the canonical imbedding of a normed Riesz space Le in its 
second Banach adjoint L;*. Necessary and sufficient conditions will be 
derived in order that Le be an ideal or an order dense ideal in L;* under 
this imbedding. 
37. Order density of L;,c in L;:c and of L;,n in L;:n 
Given the Riesz space L, we consider the collection of all Riesz semi-
norms on L. If Ql, e2 are such seminorms, and a, b are nonnegative real 
constants, then Q3 = ae1 + bez and Q4 =sup (Ql, ez), defined by Q3(/) = 
= ae1(f) + bez(f) and Q4(/) =max {e1(f), ez(f)} for all f E L, are again Riesz 
seminorms on L. The collection of all Riesz seminorms on L is partially 
ordered by defining that Ql < e2 whenever Ql(/) < e2(f) for all f E L, and 
obviously the above defined sup (Ql, e2) is the least upper bound of Ql 
and e2 with respect to the partial ordering. Given Q1 and e2 in the collection, 
it is easy to prove that (?5, defined by 
Qs(u)=inf(Ql(u')+Q2(u"): 0<u', u"; U=u'+u") 
for every 0 < u E L, is again a Riesz seminorm. We assert that Q5 is the 
greatest lower bound of e1 and e2 in the sense of the partial ordering. 
Indeed, e5 is a lower bound, and if Q6 is another lower bound, then 
Q6(u)<Q6(u')+e6(u")<e1(u')+ez(u") for any decomposition u=u' +u", so 
Q6(u) <es(u). Hence Q5=inf (Ql, ez). For any O,;;;;u E L, it is necessary to 
distinguish well between the number es(u) and the number min {el(u),ez(u)}. 
Note that Q5(u),;;;;min {e1(u), ez(u)}, and the sign of inequality may occur. 
By way of example, let L be the space of all real continuous functions on 
{x: O<:;x<:; l} with Ql(/)= So1 lfldx and ez(/)= If 2-nlf(rn)l, where {rn} 
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is the set of all rational numbers in [0, I]. If u(x) =I for all x, then 
min {e1(u), e2(u)}= I, but {inf (eb e2)}(u)=O. Note that f_ll and e2 .are 
norms on L. 
Given the normed Riesz space L0 , we recall that L;_c and L;,c are the 
collections of all integrals and all norm bounded integrals on L 0 respectively. 
It was proved in Theorem 23.I of Note VII [2] that L;,c is an ideal in L; 
(and hence an ideal in L;_c), and L;,c is a normal subspace of L:. Similarly, 
L;_n and L;,n are the collections of all normal integrals and all norm bounded 
normal integrals on L0 , and L;,n is an ideal in L; (and hence an ideal in 
L;_n), whereas L;.n is a normal subspace of L;. Since any normal sub-
space is norm closed, we have,. therefore, that L;,c and L;,n are norm 
closed linear subspaces of L;. It will be investigated now how L;,c and 
L;,n behave as ideals in L;,c and L;,n respectively. If L0 is norm complete, 
there is no problem, since in this case we have L;=L;. 
Theorem 37 .I. If L0 is a normed Riesz space, then L;,c is an order 
dense ideal in L;_c and L;,n is an order dense ideal in D;,n-
Proof. We shall present the proof for L;,c. It will be shown first 
that, given 0 < ffJ E L;: c' there exists 0 < 1p E L;, c such that 1p( u) < f(!( u) and 
1p( u) < e( u) for every 0 < u E L0 • For this purpose it is sufficient to show 
that the seminorm e' =inf (f(!, e) is not identically zero, because then, by 
Corollary I9.4 in Note VI, there exists a nonzero positive linear functional 
1p on Le which is majorized by e', and hence majorized by ffJ as well as 
by fl· Assume, on the contrary, that e' =inf (f(!, e)=O, and choose O<u E Le 
such that ff!( u) > 0. Then there exist sequences Un, un' ( n = I, 2, ... ) such 
that U=Un+Un' and e(un)+f[!(Un')<2-n for all n. Since O<:un<U and 
.2e(un)<=, it follows from Lemma 3l.I in Note IX that, given e>O, 
there exist sequences {vn}, {wn}, {zn} of positive elements in L 0 such that 
O<:vn<:Zn t 0, ff!(Wn)<e and Un=Vn+Wn for all n. On account of Un'= 
=U-Un=U-Vn-Wn we have U-Vn=Un' +Wn, and SO f[!(U-Vn) <; 2-n+e 
for all n. Also, since u- Zn < u-Vn < u and ffJ is an integral, it follows 
from Zn + 0 that f(!(u)=lim ff!(U-Vn). Hence f(!(u)<;e. This holds for every 
e > 0, so ff!(u) = 0. Contradiction. Hence, the required 1p E L;,c exists. 
Now, since L;_c is Archimedean, all properties in Theorem 29.5 of Note 
IX hold in L;_c. In particular, an ideal B C L;_c is order dense if for every 
OcFfP E L;,c there exists 0cF1p E B satisfying l'lfJI < iff!l· As we have just 
proved, the ideal L;,c satisfies this condition, so L;,c is order dense in L;,c. 
It follows immediately that the ideals 0(L;.c) and 0(L;,c) in L0 are identical. 
In particular, if there are sufficiently many integrals for O(L;,c) = {0} to 
hold, then there are also sufficiently many normbounded integrals for 
0 (L;,c) = {0} to hold. Hence, in Theorem 35.9 of Note XI, the condition 
O(L;,c) = {0} in (y) may be replaced by the apparently weaker condition 
that O(L;,c) = {0}. An inspection of the proof of Theorem 35.9 shows that 
this could have been done anyway since this entails no alternations in 
the proof. 
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Corollary 3 7. 2. If Ae is an arbitrary ideal in the normed Riesz 
space Le, then A;,c is order dense in A;;:c and A;,n is order dense in A;;:n. 
Let A be an ideal in the Riesz space L. We recall that A; is the subset 
of A~ consisting of all elements of A~ which can be extended to elements 
of L~, and A;,. is the set of all normal integrals on A which can thus be 
extended. In Theorem 31.7 of Note IX some conditions were presented 
under which A;,. is order dense in A;;:. In particular, it was proved that 
if O(D;:) = {0}, then A;,. is order dense in A;;: for every ideal A in L. The 
condition that O(L;;:) = {0} is rather strong, and for normed Riesz spaces 
it can be dispensed with. Indeed, let Le be a normed Riesz space and A 
an arbitrary ideal in Le (for simplicity we shall write A, A~, A~, ... 
instead of Ae, A;;', A;;:"' ... ). Then A: C A;,-. and A: C A;,., and in 
addition A: and A: are order dense in A~ and A;;: respectively. Hence, 
we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3 7 . 3 . If A is an arbitrary ideal in the normed Riesz space 
Le, then A;,-. is order dense in A; and A;,. is order dense in A;;:. 
It is perhaps useful to observe that, in general, L; is not order dense 
in L;;'. By way of example, let Le be the space of all real continuous 
functions on {x : 0 < x < l} with e(/) =fijI f I dx. Given xo E [0, l ], the non-
zero linear functional lf'xoU) = f(xo) is positive but not e-bounded. Further-
more, inf (e, tpx0 ) = 0, and so lf'xo l_ L;. This shows that L; is not order 
dense in L;;'. 
Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space. For any f E L we shall denote by 
At the principal ideal in L generated by f. Observe that At=A 111 • Then 
(At)~ is the set of all integrals on At=A 111 , and by Ac we shall denote 
the set of all f E L such that 0{(At)~}= {0}. Similarly, (At);; is the set of 
all normal integrals on At=A 111 , and by An we shall denote the set of 
all f E L such that O{(At);;}= {0}. It is evident that An C A c. 
Lemma 37 .4. If L=Le is a normed Riesz space, and Ac and An 
are as defined above, then Ac and An are normal subspaces of L, and 
O{(Ac):}=O{(An):}= {0}. 
Proof. We present the proof for A c. It is evident that f E Ac if and 
only if 1/1 E Ac, and f E Ac implies that af E Ac for any real constant a. 
Also, it is not difficult to see that f E Ac and lgl < 1/1 implies g E Ac. Hence, 
in order to prove that Ac is an idea!, it is sufficient to show that O<;f, gE Ac 
implies f+g E Ac. This is equivalent to showing that if O<;u<f+g and 
tp(u)=O for every integral tp on At+g, then u=O. Now, if u satisfies these 
hypotheses, then U=U1 +u2 with O<;u1 <;/ and O<;u2<;g, i.e., u1 EAt 
and u 2 E A g. It follows that tp( u1) = 0 for every integral tp on At which is 
the restriction of an integral on At+Y· By the preceding Theorem 37.3 
the set of all integrals on At which are extendable even to integrals on L 
is order dense in the set of all integrals on At, and so tp(ul) = 0 for a set 
of integrals tp on At which is order dense in the set of all integrals on At. 
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But then <p(u1) = 0 for every integral <p on At, and so u1 = 0 on account 
of u1 EAt. Similarly u2 = 0, and so u = 0. 
Next, we show that the ideal Ac is actually a normal subspace of Le. 
Assume that O.;;;v .. tv with v .. E Ac for all 7:. We have to show that v ~ Ac, 
i.e., we have to show that 0{(Av);}={0}. For that purpose, let O.;;;u E Av 
satisfy <p(u)=O for every integral <p on Av. Evidently, in order to prove 
that u=O, we may assume that O.;;;u.;;;v, and so the elements u.-=inf (u,vT) 
satisfy u.- E AvT and O.;;;u .. t u. For 7: fixed we have now <p(u.-)=0 for 
every integral <p on Av, and so in particular <p(u.-) = 0 for every norm-
bounded integral <p on Av.- since any <p of this kind can even be extended 
to a normbounded integral on Le. But the normbounded integrals on 
Av.- are order dense in the set of all integrals on Avn so <p(u.-) = 0 for every 
integral on Av.-·, which implies on account of v .. E A c that u.- = 0. This 
holds for every r, so u =sup u.- = 0. It has thus been shown that 
O{(Av);}= {0}, i.e., v E Ac. 
It remains to prove that 0{(Ac):}= {0}. Assume, therefore, that O<;uEAc 
and <p(u)=O for every normbounded integral <p on Ac. Then <p(u)=O for 
every normbounded integral <p on the principal ideal Au. Since the norm-
bounded integrals on Au are order dense in the set of all integrals on Au, we 
have <p(u)=O for every integral <p on Au, and so u=O on account of u EAc. 
This lemma enables us now to derive a necessary and sufficient condition 
in order that Le has sufficiently many normbounded integrals for 
0(L;.c) = {0} to hold. Similarly for normal integrals. 
Theorem 37.5. Let Le be a normed Riesz space, and let Ac and An 
be the same normal subspaces of Lo as in the preceding lemma. Then 
0(L;_c)={0} if and only if Ac=Le. Similarly, we have 0(L;.n)={0} if and 
only if An=Le. 
Proof. Let 0(L;,c) = {0}, let f E Le, and assume that for some O.;;;u EAt 
we have <p(u) = 0 for every integral <p on At. Then, in particular, <p(u) = 0 
for every <p E L;.c, and sou= 0 by hypothesis. This shows that 0{(At);} = {0}, 
i.e., f E A c. 
Conversely, if Ac=Le, then L;.c =(A c):, and so O(L;,c) = O{(Ac):} = {0} 
by the preceding lemma. 
We will indicate an application of this result in the theory of function 
seminorms. Let fl be a a-finite measure in the point set X, and let e be 
a function seminorm on the #-measurable real functions, as introduced 
in Note I. Furthermore, let e" be the second associate seminorm of e, 
as defined in section 9 of Note IV. It was proved in Note IV as one of 
the immediate consequences of 'rheorem 11.4 that e" is a norm if and 
only if e is a norm. One part of this statement is trivial (namely, that 
e is a norm if e" is so), but the proof that e" is a norm if e is so depended 
essentially upon the result proved in Theorem 11.4, according to which 
e"(~t)=min (lim e(un) : O.;;;un(x) t u(x)) 
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for any .u-measurable u(x);;;,O. The present Theorem 37.5 allows us to 
indicate another proof that e" is a norm if e is so. Indeed, assuming that e 
is a norm, it is no restriction of the generality to assume also that X has 
no e-purely infinite subsets, and hence (cf. Theorem 8.7 in Note IV) 
there exists a sequence of points sets Xn t X of finite measure such that 
the characteristic function xxn of Xn satisfies xxn E Le for n= 1, 2, .... 
Let Ac be the same normal subspace of Le as in Theorem 37.5. We will 
show that XXn E A c. Denoting by An the ideal in Le generated by xxn, 
we have to show, therefore, that 0{(An);'}= {0}. For any .u-measurable 
set F C Xn, the characteristic function XF defines an integral rpp on An 
by means of rpp(f) = S fxpd,u; observe that this integral exists since every 
f E An is a bounded function. Obviously, iff E An satisfies S fxpd,u = 0 for 
all F C Xn, then f= 0, and so 0{(An);'}= {0}. Hence, XXn E Ac for n= 1, 2, ... , 
which shows that A c contains the normal subspace generated by all the 
XXn· Since Xn t X, this normal subspace is the whole of Le, and so 
Ac=Le. It follows then from Theorem 37.5 that 0(£;, 0 ) = {0}. Now, we 
will prove later that L;,c is exactly the first associate space Lg' (for a 
proof in the particular case that e is a function norm having the Fatou 
property, cf. [I], Ch. l, sec. 3, Lemma 7; the proof in the general case 
is similar). Assuming this result as known, O(L;.J = {0} is seen to be 
equivalent to the statement that if 0 <;u E Le and S uvd,u= 0 for all 
Oo;;;;v ELg', then U=O. Assume now that e"(u)=O for some .u-measurable 
function u(x);;;.O, i.e., fuvd,u=O for all O<;vELg'. Then there is a 
sequence of function Un(x) E Le such that 0 < Un t u pointwise, and for 
each fixed n we have S unvd,u=O for all Oo;;;;v E L/. It follows that Un=O 
by what has already been proved, and so u=O. This shows that e"(u)=O 
implies u = 0, so e" is a norm. 
38. Imbedding of Le in L;* 
Any normed Riesz space Le is, in the natural canonical fashion, imbedded 
algebraically and isometrically in the second Banach dual L;*. Observe 
here that L;* = (£;)~ since L; is norm complete. We shall make no 
notational distinction between an element of Le and its image in L;* 
under the imbedding. Elements of L;*, and not necessarily in Le, will 
be denoted by f" or u". It is evident that positive elements of Le are 
mapped (under the imbedding) upon positive elements of L;*, so the 
partial order is preserved. Also, finite suprema and infima are preserved. 
In order to prove this (compare section 28 in Note VIII) it is sufficient 
to show that if f has the image f", then f+ has the image (f")+. From 
j"(rp)=rp(f), holding for every Oo;;;;rp E L;, it follows that 
(f")+(rp)=sup (f"(VJ) : O<VJ<rp)=sup (VJ(f) : O<VJ<rp), 
and hence we have to prove that rp(f+) =sup (VJ(f) : 0 < VJ < rp) for every 
Oo;;;;rp E L;. This formula, however, was already proved in Theorem 19.6 
of Note VI. Note, of course, that O<;VJ<rp E L; implies VJ E L;. 
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Hence, Le is a Riesz subspace of L;* = (L;)~. Actually, smce any 
element of LQ acts as a normal integral on L;, the space Le is already 
a Riesz subspace of the normal subspace (L;)~ = (L;r;: of L;*. Any 
normal subspace being norm closed and L;* being norm complete, we 
obtain thus that Le is a Riesz subspace of the norm complete space 
(L;):, and hence the norm completion Le of Le is also contained in 
(L;)~. This norm completion is aJso a Riesz subspace of (L;):. Indeed, 
all we have to prove then is that the norm closure of a Riesz subspace is 
again a Riesz subspace, and this follows by observing that eUn-g) -+ 0 
implies e(fn+-g+) -)>- 0. 
Finally, we observe that the norm in L;*, which will be denoted 
again by (!, is also a Riesz norm, i.e., 0 < u" < v" in L;* implies that 
e(u") <e(v"). This follows from Theorem 22.5 in Note VII. 
It is not necessarily true that suprema and infima of infinite subsets 
(insofar as they exist) are preserved under the imbedding of Le in L;*. 
We present several results dealing with this problem. 
Theorem 3 8 .1. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Suprerna and infirna of nwnotone Cauchy sequences in Le are preserved 
under the irnbedding. 
(ii) If {un} is a Cauchy sequence in Le such that Un {, 0, then e(un) {, 0. 
In other words, every increas'ing e-Cauchy sequence having a suprernurn in 
Le converges in norrn to that strprernnrn. 
If Le is norrn complete, then (i) and (ii) hold. 
Proof. (i) =;.. (ii). Let {trn} be a Cauchy sequence in Le such that 
Un {, 0. By the norm completeness of L;* there exists u" E L;* such 
that e(un-u")-)>- 0, and hence, by Lemma 26.1 in Note VIII, we have 
Un {, n" in L;*. But ttn .J, 0 in Le, and infima of monotone Cauchy sequences 
are preserved by (i), so n" = 0. This shows that e(nn) .J, 0. 
(ii) =;.. (i) Let {un} be a Cauchy sequence in Le such that ttn t n in Le. 
Once again by the norm completeness of L;* there exists u" E L;* 
such that (!(trn-u")-)>- 0, and so Un t 7r" in L;*. It remains to prove 
that u"=tt. This follows immediately by observing that e(un-U) -+ 0 in 
virtue of (ii), and since e(un-u") ->- 0 as well, we have u" =u. 
If Le is norm complete, then condition (ii) holds. Indeed, let {un} be 
a Cauchy sequence in Le such that Un {, 0. By the norm completeness we 
have e(un-f) ->- 0 for some t ELQ, so /=infun=O by Lemma 26.1 Ill 
Note VIII. But then e(un) {, 0, and (ii) is satisfied. 
The condition (ii) is not be confused with the property, holding in 
every Le and proved in the cited Lemma 26.1, that if Un {, and Un converges 
in norm to the null element, then Un .J, 0. Finally, we observe that conditions 
(i), (ii) are not satisfied in every Le. If Le is the space of all real bounded 
sequences with e(u) = .L 2-n u(n) +lim sup u(n), then (ii) is easily verified 
to be false. 
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The present theorem is connected with the theory of function semi-
norms. Let p. be a a-finite measure in the point set X, and let e be a function 
seminorm on the p.-measurable real functions, as introduced in Note I. 
Assume also that e has the weak Fatou null property, as defined in section 
15 of Note V. For the investigation of the corresponding normed function 
space Le we may then as well assume that e has the Fatou null property 
(cf. the remark preceding Theorem 15.6), so that, upon removal of the 
maximal e-null set and the maximal e-purely infinite set from the point 
set X, we may finally assume that e is a function norm. It follows that 
suprema and infima of countable systems in the Riesz space Le, insofar 
as they exist, are almost everywhere pointwise suprema and infima. 
We recall now Theorem 6.8 in Note III, where it was proved that the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) e(u)=inf (! e(un) : O<;;Un,! Un=U) for every O.;;;u E Lo. 
(ii) Le can be imbedded algebraically and isometrically in a Banach 
function space (i.e., in a function space which is norm complete). 
(iii) If {un} is a Cauchy sequence in Le such that Un-), 0, then e(un) -), 0. 
In view of the last theorem, these conditions are also equivalent to 
the condition that 
(iv) suprema and infima of monotone Cauchy sequences are preserved 
under the inbedding of Le in L;*. 
It is not difficult to show directly, without using (iii), that (i) and (iv) 
are equivalent. 
Theorem 38.2. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Suprema and infima of countable systems in Le are preserved under 
the imbedding. 
(ii) L;=L:.c or, equivalently, Le=L~. 
Proof. (i) ==>- (ii). Let Un-), 0 in Le. Then Un-), 0 in (L;):, and so 
rp(un)-), 0 for every O.;;;rp E L;. This shows that every element of L: 
is an integral on Le, so L;=L:.c· 
(ii) ==>- (i). Let first. Un t u in Le. Then Un t < u in L;*, and hence, 
by the Dedekind completeness of L;*, there exists u" E L;* such that 
Un t u" in L;*. It follows that rp(un) t u"(rp) for every O.;;;rp E L:. On 
the other hand, by (ii), we have rp(un) t rp(u) for every O.;;;rp E L;. Hence 
u"(rp)=rp(u) for every rp EL:, and so u"=u, i.e., Un t u in L;*. Similarly 
for decreasing sequences. If {un} is a not necessarily monotone sequence 
in Le with sup Un=U in Le, then Vn=sup (u1, ... , Un) in Le is also the 
f . L** d t . L . 1· t . L** supremum o u1, ... , Un Ill e , an so Vn u In e 1mp 1es Vn u In e . 
It follows easily that sup Un = u in L;*. 
Theorem 3 8. 3. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Suprema and infima of arbitrary systems in Le are preserved under 
the imbedding. 
35 Series A 
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(ii) L;=L:.n or, equivalently, uT-),0 in Le implies e(uT)-),0. 
(iii) The ideal generated by Le in L;* is a Dedekind completion of Le. 
Proof. The proof that (i) and (ii) are equivalent is similar to the 
proof of the preceding theorem. If (ii) holds, then L; satisfies all con-
ditions imposed upon the ideal B in Theorem 32.ll of Note X, and so 
the ideal generated by Le in (L;r;; = (L;): is a Dedekind completion 
of Le. Conversely, if (iii) holds, then Theorem 32.10 of Note X shows 
that L; consists only of normal integrals. 
If it is given already that suprema and infima of countable systems 
are preserved under the imbedding of Le in L;* (i.e., if it is given already 
that L; =L;.c), then we may ask for additional necessary and sufficient 
conditions in order that suprema and infima of arbitrary systems are 
preserved under the imbedding (i.e., we ask for necessary and sufficient 
conditions in order that L; = L:,n). We have met several conditions of 
this kind in the earlier sections. One is that every increasing orderbounded 
sequence in Le is a e-Cauchy sequence (cf. Theorem 33.8 in Note X), 
and another one is that every norm closed ideal in Le is a normal subspace 
(cf. Theorem 35.9 in Note XI). A sufficient condition is that Le be a-
Dedekind complete, since a-Dedekind completeness of Le and L; = L:,c 
together imply L;=L:.n by Nakano's theorem (cf. Theorem 33.4 in 
Note X). 
We make one further remark about Theorem 38.3. Suppose that 
L; =L;.n, so that, consequently, the ideal D, generated by Le in 
(L;r;; = (L;)~, is a Dedekind completion of Le. It is easy to see that D 
is order dense in (L;r;;. Indeed, if 0 <. rp E L; is contained in on, then 
u" ( rp) = 0 for every 0 <. u" E D, so in particular rp( u) = 0 for every 0 <. u E Le, 
which shows that rp= 0. Hence OD= {0}, and so O{(L;);}= {0}. But then 
{D}=(L;); by Corollary 31.6 (i) in Note IX; in other words, D is an 
order dense ideal in (L;)~. It follows that, for every O<.u" E (L;)~, 
we have u"=sup (v": v" ED, O<.v"<.u"). A stronger result is true, as 
shown in the following lemma. 
u"=sup (u: u ELe, O<.u<.u"), 
where the supremum has to be taken, of course, in L;*. 
Proof. As observed above, there exists a directed set {v/' : v/' ED} 
such that O<.v/' t u". Since Dis the Dedekind completion of Le, we have 
v/'=sup (u: u ELe, u<.v/') for every T. The set (u: u ELe, u<.v/' for 
some r) is directed upwards and has ~~" as its supremum in L;*, and 
so the desired result follows. 
Theorem 3 8. 5. The space (L;)~ = (L;); is a Dedekind completion 
of Le if and only if L; = L;.n and if, in addition, 0 <. uT t in Le with 
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sup e(uT) <oo implies that uT,;;;;;u for some u E Le and all r. In this case 
(L;)! is the ideal generated by Le in L;*. 
Proof. Assume first that (L;)! is a Dedekind completion of Le, 
and let O,;;;;;uT t in Le with cx=sup e(uT)<oo. Then sup rp(uT)<cxe*(tp) for 
every 0,;;;;; tp E L;, and it follows easily that u", defined by u" ( tp) =sup cp( uT) 
for every 0,;;;;; tp E L;, is an element of L;* satisfying u" =sup uT in L;*. 
We have even that u" E (L;)!, since all uT are in (L;)! and (L;)! 
is a normal subspace of L;*. But u" E (L;)! implies that u" ,;;;;;u for 
some u E Le by the definition of a Dedekind completion, and so we have 
uT,;;;;;u for all r. 
Next, we show that under the same hypothesis (L;): is exactly the 
ideal D generated by Le in (L;):. Indeed, in view of the definition of 
a Dedekind completion, any 0,;;;;; u" E (L;)! is majorized by some u E Le, 
and hence u" ED. This shows that D= (L;):, and since the ideal D 
generated by Lv in L;* is, therefore, a Dedekind completion of Le, we 
have L;=L:. .. by Theorem 38.3. 
Conversely, assume that L;=L;, .. and that O,;;;;;uT t in Le with 
supg(uT)<oo implies that uT<;u for some uELe and all r. It follows 
from L; =L;, .. that the ideal D, generated by Le in (L;):, is a Dedekind 
completion of LQ, and all we have to prove is that D = (L;)~. For that 
purpose, let O,;;;;;u" E (L;): be given. We have to show that u" ED. 
By Lemma 38.4 there exists a directed set {uT} in Le such that O,;;;;;uTt u", 
so supg(uT)<e(u")<oo. Hence, by hypothesis, there exists uELe such 
that uT,;;;;u in Le for all r, and so uT<;u in L;* for all r. But then 
u" =sup uT < u in L;*, which shows that u" E D. 
Corollary 38.6. The space L;* is a Dedekind completion of Le if 
and only if, besides the conditions in the preceding theorem, we have also 
that L;* = (L;):. In this case L;* is the ideal generated by Le in L;*. 
39. Imbedding of Le as an ideal in L;* 
In this section we will derive necessary and sufficient conditions m 
order that Le be an ideal, or even an order dense ideal, in L;*. 
Theorem 39.1. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Le is an ideal in L;*. 
(ii) Le is a-Dedekind complete, and in addition Le =L~ (i.e., Un ,} 0 
implies e(un) t 0). 
(iii) Le is super Dedekind complete, and in addition L; = L:,.. (i.e., 
equivalently, UT t 0 in LQ implies e(uT) t 0). 
If these conditions are satisfied, then Le is order dense in (L;)~. 
Proof. (i) =;.. (ii). Since L;* is Dedekind complete and Le is an 
ideal in L;*, the space Le is Dedekind complete. Hence, the ideal generated 
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by Le in L;*, which under the present hypothesis is Le itself, is now a 
Dedekind completion of Le, and so Le=L~ by Theorem 38.3. 
(ii) =- (iii). This is Nakano's theorem (cf. Theorem 33.4 in Note X). 
(iii)=- (i). From L; =L;.n we conclude by Theorem 38.3 that the 
ideal D generated by Le in L;* is a Dedekind completion of Le. For 
every O.;;;u" ED we have, therefore, that 
" ( · L 0 ") . f ( · L ") u =sup u . u E e' .;;;u.;;;u =m v . v E e' v;:;.u , 
which shows that (u : u E Le, O.;;;u.;;;u") is order bounded. Hence, since 
Le is Dedekind complete and since suprema of arbitrary systems in Le 
are preserved under the imbedding, it follows that u" E Le. In other 
words, Le=D, and so L(J is an ideal in L;*. 
If the conditions of the present theorem are satisfied, then Le is an 
ideal in (L;)!= (L;):;;, and evidently O(Le) = {0}, so O{(L;)~}= {0}. It 
follows then from O(Le)=O{(L;)!} that L!! is order dense in (L;)!. 
Given already that Le is an ideal in L;*, it is evident now that Le is 
order dense in L;* if and only if (L;)! is order dense in L;*. Since 
(L;)! is a normal subspace of L;*, this is equivalent to the condition 
that L;* = (L;)~, i.e., the condition that cpT ,j, 0 in L; implies e*(cpT) ,j, 0. 
But, since L; is Dedekind complete, this again is equivalent by Nakano's 
theorem (cf. Theorem 33.4 in Note X) to the condition that cpn ,j, 0 in 
L; implies e*(cpn) ,j, 0, i.e., the condition that L; = (L;)a. Hence, we 
have the following theorem. 
Theorem 39.2. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Le is an order dense ideal in L;*. 
(ii) Leis a-Dedekind complete, Le=L~ and L;=(L;)a. 
(iii) Le and L; are super Dedekind complete, uT ,j, 0 in Le implies e(uT) ,j, 0, 
and cpT ,j, 0 in L; implies e*(cpT) ,j, 0. 
Example 39.3. The space Le=h satisfies the condition (ii) of 
Theorem 39.1, so h is an ideal in h * * = 1::,, but not an order dense ideal. 
If Le = (c0), then L; = l1, so the condition (ii) of Theorem 39.2 is satisfied, 
and hence Le = (co) is an order dense ideal in L;* = l0,, as also immediately 
visible. Observe that Le =1= L;*, so the conditions of the last theorem are 
not yet sufficient to imply norm reflexivity of Le, not even if Le is norm 
complete. Note, in this connection, that if we take for Le the space of all 
real sequences having only a finite number of nonzero terms, with e the 
uniform norm, then L; = l1 , so the condition (ii) of Theorem 39.2 is 
again satisfied, and again Le is an order dense ideal in L;* = l"'" but now 
Le is not norm complete. 
We conclude this section with a simple lemma, which throws some light 
upon the situation encountered in the last example. 
Lemma 39.4. If Leis a-Dedekind complete, Le=L~ and L;=(L;)a, 
and if in addition Le is norm complete, then L;* = (Ler;:;:. 
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Proof. Since L 11 is norm complete, we have L; =L;. Furthermore, 
since L(} satisfies the conditions of Theorem 39.2, we have that u .. ~ 0 in 
L 11 implies e(u .. ) ~ 0, and so L; = (L(})!. Henoe, we have already that 
L;=(L(})';:. The same argument, applied to L;, shows that L;*=(L;)';:. 
Hence, L;* = (L11 )";:;:. 
If we drop the norm completeness in this lemma, then the conclusion 
does not remain true, as shown by the space L(} in Example 39.3 above, 
where L(} consists of all real sequences with only a finite number of non-
zero terms, and with e the uniform norm. We point out already that if 
L 11 is norm reflexive, then the conditions of Theorem 39.2 are surely 
satisfied, and in addition L 11 is then norm complete. Hence, according to 
Lemma 39.4, we have now that Le=L:*=(L11 )';:';:. In other words, 
reflexivity implies perfectness. In the next note the connections between 
reflexivity, perfectness and separability will be discussed more in detail. 
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